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by Johanne Sloan 

Vientina Teceshkova waves to us from within her spacecraft , 

Vostok 6 . The Cold Wa r is on , but the firs t woman in space smiles in a 

warm and friend ly way . This is one of the mclVing images featured in 

Nina Levitt 's Gravity , in a video lo9p that has Tereshkova 's wave-and

smile breaking repeated ly . The celebrated cosmonaut waves as she 

completes yet another orbit, as the videotape becomes more and more 

distressed , as political systems flourish and then wither away ... 

Grav fty presents us with three such loops- "Wave ," "Spin " and 

"_Nostalgia' ~-as well as two sound ,. components . Although the images 

are not contain ed w ithin actual monitors , the first two loops are TV-l ike 

in their dimensions and general effect. In "Wave ," the spacewoman's 

gesture is projected onto a piece of hanging Plexiglas, wh ile in "Spin ," a 

fo rever~spinn ing Olympic diver is projected onto the floor. "Nostalgia ," 

on the other hand , is a wall-sized rectangular im ~ge of slow-dancing 

women , taken from the 1968 film The Killing of Sister George; this big 

picture immediately connotes big cinematic pleasures. This is the kind 

of screen that engulfs the human body , that promises a c.osmos of 

la rger-than-life fantasies and desires. 





Levitt 's video installation Duet has no obviously rectilinear screening 

device, big or small, to hold the image in place. Rather, projected into the 

corner of a room is a gigantic white-shirted torso , which initially signifies 

maleness . But this shirt gets partially unbuttoned and then re-buttoned , 

repeatedly, offering glimpses of taped-up breasts . This gesture is 

accompanied by a two-track voiceover, delivering skeletal biographic 

deta ils about women who have lived their lives passing as men . While 

Gravity emphasizes the immersion of bodies in spatial environments, 

Duet keeps us so close to the body in question that the very absence of 

space , of breathing space , becomes an issue . 

Levitt 's art practice for many years involved using photographic 

means to transform pre-existing images. These were culled from public 

archives, pulp novels and , perhaps most strikingly , in Submerged (for 

Alice Austen) (1991) , from 

the household effects of the 

19th-century photographer 

Alice Austen. Enlarging 

details , bringing the images 

in and out of focus, tinting, 

cropping and re-framing , 

Levitt 's interventions implied a particularly mobile gaze. We were 

directed to look more closely at one woman's gestures, to notice recurring 

sartorial details, to follow a visual trail of interlocking glances and hands . 

Levitt made the spectators of her work complicit in the lesbian desire 

moving through and amidst the still images. 

Levitt 's more recent video installations pursue this manipulation of 

found imagery, although with Gravity a reversal of resthetic tactics has 

apparently occurred . Whereas with the earlie r photographic works a 

sense of mov~ment was introduced into still images , here , instead , a 

hypnotic impulse towards stillness seems to have been introduced into 

the moving pictures. Each of the short segments is played out in slow 

motion . The diver 's perfectly aligned body hovers just above the surface 

of the water; the cosmonaut is suspended in the celestial ether; and the 

dancing women seem to linger meaningfully in each other's embrace . The 

slow motion exaggerates bodily movements in opaque , outer-space-like 
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spaces , and this rudimentary special effect turns all the women into 

orbiting bodies. 

When the speed of transmission is reduced, Levitt implies that we 

might have missed some crucial bit of visual information, something that 

normally would have passed us by too quickly . Perhaps it is only under 

these artificial temporal conditions that we can recuper .ate the previously 

hidden knowledge or pleasure . But what is it that was hidden or lost from 

view? These images originally appeared as news items or sportscasts or 

risque entertainment, but the artist's rearranging, slowing-down and 

repetition of these everyday televisual fragments means that we are 

asked to regard them differently , according to more ambiguous kinds of 

cesthetic effects and values. 

Artists' borrowings from pop-cultural and other non-art sources are 

now familiar under the rubric of postrnodernism, although it can be 

argued that the avant-garde's habit of visual pillaging goes back to the 

beginning of the 20th century . What seems more .specific to the 1990s, 

however, is the fascination with simple cinematic, video-loop and other 

kinds of low-tech projections, as if the very structures of contemporary 

visuality could be dismantled, could be broken down into their compo

nent parts . By resorting to such imperfect means of presentation, Levitt , 

along with other artists such as Gillian Wearing and Stan Douglas , seems 

to bring us back in time , to the infancy of motion-picture technology , to 

what has been called the "cinema of attractions." As Tom Gunning has 

written, the narrativized feature film "bound ciriematic signifiers to the 

narration of stories an_cfthe creation of a S\:llf-enclosed diegetic universe ."' 

It is true that today we take for granted all manner of visual trickery and 

illusionism , b~t only within the confines of action films and thrillers . The 

video installations of these artists, however, loosen this narrative strangle

hold , suggesting through siryiple photographic or cinematic gestures 

that there is still something uncanny about moving pictures. 

At another level Levitt's artworks function as forms of historical 

engagement. As was the case with her earlier photographic works 

Submerged (for Alice Austen) (1991) and Untitled (from the Notman 

Archives) (1992), the women in Gravity appear to us as historical 
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subjects , women whose gestures and b9dies and love lives are intelli

gible according to the social and political relations of their times. The 

spectator is presented with some clues pertaining to these bigger stories, 

but it is difficult to gather these into a single, coherent account . We might 

want to consider, for instance, Valentina Tereshkova's propagandistic 

role in the 1960s , when communists and capitalists alike were vying 

for control of outer space. And yet, as a displaced historical figure, 

Tereshkova also enters into different narrative sequences within the 

terms of the artwork. 

Constance Penley has discussed ,the extraord inary imaginative 

potency, for so many fans and /or science-minded citizens, of trashy 

science fiction programs as well as official government space programs . 

She suggests that "NASA remain(s) a repository of utopian meanings" 

only because "the stuffy space agency is aided ... by an increasingly 

symbolic merging with its hugely popular fictional twin , Star Trek." ' And 

so Tereshkova remains an object of fascination today not only because 

her space capsule accomplished 45 revolutions around the earth in 70 

hours. Levitt's semi -transparent bit of footage is more suggestive than 

that; somehow it recalls the once-thrilling prospect of intergalactic 

exploration. We momentarily forget the banality of subsequent shuttles 

and moon buggies , and imagine once again that this cosmonaut-chick 

is bound for eAdless outer-space adventures and romance . Likewise, in 

relation to the "Spin " sequehce , we might or might not be concerned 

with how women athletes are deployed in the staging of global sporting 

events , but Gravity allows us to bear witness to exquisitely symmetrical 

bodies gliding across an elemental blue colour-field. 

With The Killing of Sister George sequence , entitled "Nostalgia ," it is 

not a matter of forgetting the ideological constraints that kept lesbians 

closeted 30 years ago, in real life and in the movies; that is evidently why the 

young dancers in the crowded bar scene are off in their own enchanted, 

compensatory world. Levitt 's couple were actually mere extras in the 

Gateways bar's ? rush of women in the original film , but in Gravity they 

have become the main event. Certainly the heterosexual dancing couple 

is a recurring motif in the Hollywood tradition : when a movie introduced 

such a dance interlude, this was often a sign that social strife and 
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povE;rtY w ould be left be_hind, that ·sexual consummation and narrative 

· closure were imminent . A same-sex dancing couple melting 'into each 

other's arms obviously does not have the same connotations. But by 

isolating this footage on a big ,screen, and focusing our slowed-down 

attention on the way the two women move in such romantic sync , Levitt 

delivers a piece of lesbian history in_ the gu ise of oversized , cinematic, 

·utopian glamour. Nostalgia is often - co nsidered a category of " bad " 

historical consciousness, but it is a form of remembering that doesn't · 

shy away from senti~ent and desire. In any ·case , 'no clos ing credits 

appear ov~r the blissful co ,uple, as the forever-loopi r-ig images in Levitt's _ 

Gravity avoid the possibility of any ending to the story . 

Whe n these slowed-down filmic ~fragments are brought togethe r:, 

the installat ion evokes th .e .utopian desires to fly, fo be unmoored , to 

transcend a small earthbound identity , to be more or less than human . 

This otherworldliness is e11hanced by Gravity 's sound components , 

which include two very different kinds of high-pitched sound - parts of 

an aria ("Aria " ) and a ~onar echo ("Sonar"). On the one hand ., the civ i

lized singing voice suggests the zenith of human expressivity, but then 

there is the aural non-sense produced by a machine . Th~se func;;tion as 

a kind of intermittent soundt rack for the images , allowing us to believe 

that perhaps the spatial journeys of cosmonaut , dive rs and dancers are 

choreographed to intersect. 
' 

The binding _ of sound to image, and voiee to body , is accentuated in 

Duet. T-he -installation shows a chest heaving or sighing , and the narra -
- ,,.. 

tion is punctuated at various . moments by this almost-sound and this 

barely cjiscernible motion . The slow unbuttoning gesture initially seems 

erotic , but the entwined voices tell sto ries of secret , doubled lives in the 

form of obit J aries , and t _his makes the body image on the wall that much 

more ghostlike. We hear abo _ut turn-of-the-century figures who ma rried 

won:en ,. ra ised children and had successful public careers, and the · 

undercurrents 0f danger and violence in these stories -come to the sur

face when _ Wf# he-ar about the more recent murder of Brandon Teena, 

another w oman who chose to live as a man : In' Levitt 's v ideo installation , 

the expansive white shirt against a white wall seem s to de-mate rialize , 
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even as, paradoxically, the body becomes that much more impressive in 

its mutable gender , with an almost gothic presence . The moving images 

in Duet and Gravity flicker , decay and almost disappear before our eyes , 

but they keep moving nonetheless, activated by old technologies and 

' histories, and kept alive by new dreams, sounds and stories. $ 
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